Ethnoracial residential segregation is a complex, multiscalar phenomenon with immense moral and economic costs. Modeling the structure and dynamics of segregation is a pressing problem for sociology and urban planning, but existing methods have limitations. In this paper, we develop a suite of methods, grounded in information theory, for studying the spatial structure of segregation. We first advance existing profile and decomposition methods by posing two related regionalization methods, which allow for profile curves with nonconstant spatial scale and decomposition analysis with nonarbitrary areal units. We then formulate a measure of local spatial scale, which may be used for both detailed, within-city analysis and intercity comparisons. These methods highlight detailed insights in the structure and dynamics of urban segregation that would be otherwise easy to miss or difficult to quantify. They are computationally efficient, applicable to a broad range of study questions, and freely available in open source software.
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diversity | segregation | multiscale analysis | information theory | machine learning T he ongoing ethnoracial diversification of America has been accompanied by ongoing evolution in the structure of ethnoracial segregation. While white-black segregation, white-Asian segregation, and white-Hispanic residential segregation are currently on the decline, the processes driving these declines vary extensively across groups, cities, and decades (1-3). The measurement and modeling of these trends constitute urgent problems for policy and planning. In addition to the moral challenges raised by unequal access to education, employment, and public resources, ethnoracial residential segregation is directly destructive to urban economies: a recent study estimated that whiteblack residential segregation costs Chicago $3 billion in income to black residents; 80,000 unrealized college graduates; and 100 lives lost to homicide annually.
Recent scholarly work on residential segregation has been empowered by the increasing availability of both high-resolution demographic data and computational resources with which to analyze it. Progress has moved from aspatial indices (4, 5) to explicitly spatial indices (6) to, most recently, multiscale analysis. Multiscalar methodology emphasizes that different features of urban segregation are visible only at certain scales of analysis, where a "scale" may refer to a characteristic geographic length (7-10), a number of neighbors (11) (12) (13) (14) , or a set of aggregate spatial units, such as census tracts or designated places (15, 16) .
Geographic-and neighbor-based approaches have principally been pursued through the study of segregation profiles. These are curves that plot the value of segregation index-usually the Information Theory Index (17)-as a function of a geographic smoothing bandwidth or number of nearest neighbors. These profiles efficiently represent how the degree of segregation depends on the size of the "local neighborhoods of individuals" and in the case of ref. 14, can also characterize the dependence of these values on the selection of the entire region of analysis. These methods, however, also share a characteristic limitation. Profile curves view scale as a global property-at each point on the curve, a single scale is used for the entire analytical region. Inspection of segregation in Detroit (Fig. 1) suggests the coexistence of multiple scales of separation in different areas of the city. Because profile methods use a global scale, at each point on the profile curve, some of the local features of segregation in Detroit are necessarily lost. A recent paper (9) makes progress against the global-scale limitation by constructing egocentric profile curves and studying their properties using clustering and inferential methods. This approach illuminates interesting spatial patterns of demographic difference but decouples those egocentric profiles from overall segregation measures. Profile methods are also limited in their ability to characterize how much of overall segregation is at any particular geographic scale. While measures such as the macro-micro segregation ratio and net microsegregation of ref. 10 , can suggest scalar decompositions of this type, they do not share with the explicit decomposition methods below the strong mathematical properties necessary to make such analysis precise.
Another approach to multiscale measurement explicitly decomposes overall segregation into terms reflecting contributions at different scales using a mathematical property of the Information Theory Index. Unlike profile methods, the decomposition approach does not assume a global geographic or population scale. Fig. 1 illustrates this flexibility in Wayne County, with black outlines delimiting census-designated places used as an intermediate scale. The designated places span a wide range of geographic and population scales, and many of their boundaries correspond to lines of demographic separation. A typical analysis proceeds to decompose overall segregation into between-place and within-place components, with the latter term reflecting segregation on a level "below" the scale of places. However, this decomposition is dependent on the quality of the intermediate scale used. While ref. 15 argues that places correspond to meaningful communities and administrative units, the use of places may also obscure important large-scale features. Using the Information Theory Index, the place decomposition uses 30 distinct spatial units to capture just 48% of segregation in the between-place term, suggesting that more than one-half of
Significance
The multiscalar structure of ethnoracial spatial segregation informs both urban policy and sociological theory, but existing methods for studying this structure have limitations. The tools developed in this paper enable flexible, multiscalar forms of analysis and visualization for spatial segregation. These tools illuminate how spatial boundaries between demographic groups contribute to overall segregation, those boundaries change over time, and the scale of segregation varies throughout a region. They apply to both ethnoracial and income segregation and can be used to study large geographic datasets. overall segregation in Detroit is below this scale. This suggestion may mislead. As we will see, just seven spatial units suffice to capture 71% of overall segregation. The use of fixed spatial units, such as places, may thus substantially understate the scale on which segregation processes operate.
Asian
In this paper, we bring contemporary mathematics and machine learning to bear on the study of spatial segregation. The methods that we develop advance profile curve approaches by constructing curves that allow for local variation in geographic and population scales. They advance decomposition analysis by constructing nonarbitrary intermediate spatial units and attaching explicit segregation contributions to boundaries between those units. They advance average-scale measures, like those of ref. 10 , by providing a measure of local scale that may be used for both intracity exploration and intercity comparison. Finally, our methods may be viewed as another approach to coping with the Modifiable Areal Unit problem (18) . While we cannot fully avoid the dependence of our analysis on the spatial units made available to us, these methods provide a way to trade excessive data resolution for meaningful spatial units that reflect demographic structure rather than administrative boundaries.
Learning the Structure of Segregation
Operationally, we view the problem of learning the structure of segregation as the task of finding interpretable units of spatial aggregation with boundaries that correspond to demographic transitions. This problem is a form of regionalization-spatially constrained clustering. While recent papers have developed an array of methods for regionalization (19) (20) (21) (22) , none are designed for multiscale segregation studies. A recent method (23) for identifying ethnoracial neighborhoods, on the other hand, does not produce contiguous spatial units. Methods adapted to the context of spatial segregation are therefore necessary.
We begin by revisiting and generalizing the relationship between the Information Theory Index and Shannon's information theory. We view census tracts and cross-tabulations as defining an empirical distribution pX ,Y (X , Y ) between spatial locations X and demographic labels Y , so that pX ,Y (7, Hispanic) is the likelihood that a resident of the city chosen uniformly at random lives in spatial unit 7 and identifies as Hispanic. Let P be the space of valid probability distributions over demographic labels. A Bregman divergence (24) is a function d f : P × P → R that assigns to each pair q, r ∈ P a real number measuring the difference between them according to the formula
[1]
In this expression, f is a strictly convex function on P, and ∇fr is its gradient evaluated at r . The class of Bregman divergences includes many useful distance-like functions as special cases, including the Kullback-Leibler divergence and Euclidean distance. The Bregman entropy of a demographic distribution pY is H f (Y ) = −f (pY ), and the Bregman information (25) is
In words, the Bregman information is an average of divergences of local demographic distributions from the global one weighted by the population count at each location. The import of the Bregman formalism is that the majority of contemporary segregation measures, both categorical and ordinal, may be expressed as a Bregman information I f (X , Y ), sometimes normalized by the Bregman entropy H f (Y ). Such measures include the Information Theory Index (17), the Divergence Index (26), the Neighborhood Sorting Index (27) , and three of the four ordinal measures of ref. 28 . Table S1 in Supporting Information gives explicit formulae for these segregation measures in the Bregman formalism. The methods that we develop below are thus fully compatible with a wide range of contemporary categorical and ordinal segregation measures.
We now formulate the regionalization problem. Let c : X → {1, . . . , k } be a function that assigns to each location x a region label c(x ). We regard C = c(X ) as a random variable and aim to choose c, such that the aggregation that it induces captured segregation at large spatial scales. The Chain Rule of Bregman information (29) offers a decomposition of the form
[3]
The term I f (C , Y ) gives the segregation captured at the aggregate spatial scale, and I f (X , Y |C ) is the residual segregation at lower scales. A good labeling function will tend to make the first term large. This motivates the following problem:
subject to spatial constraints.
[4]
In this paper, we will specify the spatial constraints in terms of contiguity and soft regularity requirements, but other spatial constraint formulations may be desirable in other contexts. In general, Eq. 4 is not efficiently solvable, and we therefore develop two approximate methods. Our first method is a form of greedy information maximization. Whenever we merge two spatial units and combine their demographic counts, information is lost unless their distributions are identical. At each stage of the greedy algorithm, we identify the two adjacent spatial units for which this loss is minimized and merge them, forming a region. We continue this process until only the specified number of regions remains. The mathematical form of the information loss as well as the full specification of the algorithm itself are provided in Supporting Information.
This algorithm, a form of agglomerative clustering, has the virtues of computational performance and direct optimization of the between-clusters Bregman information. Additionally, it presents major advances relative to previous work in both profile and decomposition methods. The plot of information captured against number of regions shown in Fig. 2D provides a profile curve of segregation against the number of clusters. Unlike previous profile methods, these curves do not assume the scale to be global at any of its points and support mathematically precise decomposition claims about how much segregation is captured at a given scale. The agglomerative method has an attractive structural feature: to each boundary between regions, agglomerative clustering assigns an information value reflecting its contribution to overall segregation. The sum of all such information values is overall segregation I f (X , Y ). In Fig. 2A , for example, agglomerative clustering highlights the dividing line between the predominantly black urban core of Detroit and the predominantly white suburbs; this single boundary accounts for a full 44% of segregation in Detroit. The hierarchical nature of the algorithm additionally specifies smaller subdivisions nested within this dominating boundary. The seven regions shown account for 71% of total segregation. Fig. 2 B and C also highlights some characteristic limitations of greedy agglomerative methods. First, because greedy partitioning requires nothing more than a connectivity constraint between tracts, the regions that it finds may be highly irregular in shape, as seen in Chicago and especially, Philadelphia. Whether this is acceptable depends on the analytical context. Second, greedy partitioning is extremely sensitive to data perturbations, which can lead to unpredictable results. In Chicago, for example, the small region to the northeast does not appear sharply differentiated from the surrounding, predominantly white suburbs. However, the region to the west combines black and Hispanic neighborhoods, suggesting that the algorithm has missed a natural spatial boundary. We therefore seek alternative methodology for regionalization that combines the attractive features of agglomerative methods-fast computation and hierarchical visualizationwith robustness to fine-scale data variation; the ability to control region shape; and a global view of spatial structure.
We therefore propose to coarse-grain the map into intermediate spatial units using a global algorithm and subsequently organize these units using agglomerative methods as before. The coarse-graining step plays a similar role to that of a spatial smoother that evens out small-scale irregularities in the databut unlike a fixed-bandwidth smoother or bespoke neighborhood, we use a method that allows the spatial scale to vary throughout the study region. To carry out the coarse-graining step, we propose spectral graph partitioning. Spectral methods are well-suited for regionalization (22) , as they approximately solve a normalized cut problem that is explicitly formulated in terms of spatial boundaries. Eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian correspond to interpretable graph partitions, as visualized in Fig. S1 in Supporting Information. The analyst controls the number of desired regions in the spectral stage as well as a spatial parameter σ that controls a tradeoff between detailed boundaries that may capture more structure and smoother boundaries that define more regularly shaped regions, such as those shown in Fig. S2 of Supporting Information. In the case of categorical variables, the parameter σ and the normalized cut problem have a natural statistical interpretation in terms of the likelihoods of confusing areal units within and between regions. This interpretation as well as a formal specification of the algorithm are provided in Supporting Information. Fig. 2 E-G illustrates the relative virtues and limitations of spectral preprocessing. In Detroit, the spectral preprocessing finds substantively identical regions to those found through pure greed. In Chicago and Philadelphia, spectral preprocessing results in regions with more regular shapes and distinguishes, for example, the western Hispanic and black regions missed by pure greedy partitioning in Chicago. However, information values for these partitions are slightly lower than the corresponding greedy partitions; the parameters discussed above allow the analyst to exercise control over this tradeoff.
These methods extend easily to the study of boundaries in time as well as space. This may be achieved by connecting time slices into a single temporal graph on which we perform regionalization. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the dynamics of segregation in Detroit over the time period 1990-2010, data for which we obtained from ref. 30 to obtain consistent spatial units across time. labeled spatiotemporal regions obtained via spectral partitioning with hierarchical postprocessing. These methods allow us to directly read off the changing shape and contribution to segregation of spatial boundaries. From 1990 to 2000, overall segregation increased in Detroit. This largely reflects increasing isolation of suburban whites (region B) from blacks and Hispanics, but within this overall trend, there are easily missed nuances. These nuances are shown in Fig. 3 by black boundaries, along which segregation increased, and white ones, along which it decreased, relative to the previous time step. For example, separation between the Grosse Point communities (cluster C) and the predominantly black cluster A decreased. Indeed, the analysis suggests that segregation in and around Grosse Point changed rapidly in this time period; a cluster of tracts that were demographically more similar to Grosse Point in 1990 more closely resembles central Detroit in 2000, and the boundary between the two clusters shifts accordingly. Overall segregation decreased in 2010, largely because of amelioration of the spatial divisions that had intensified in the previous decade. However, the growing Asian population of Hamtramck (cluster F) increasingly distinguished it from its surroundings. Regionalization allows us to quantify not only the changing magnitude of segregation in Detroit but also its changing structure. In practice, the local information density discussed below or other exploratory methods should be used to determine whether a given dataset is indeed "regionalizable" into spatially distinct demographic regions. The analyst must then choose a desired number of final clusters and in the case of spectral preprocessing, the hyperparameter σ and number of intermediate clusters.
A simple approach to the selection problem is to fix a desired number of final clusters and then conduct a grid search over σ and the number of intermediate clusters using the mutual information as a loss function. More detailed approaches involving the inspection of the spectrum of the graph Laplacian are also possible.
Local Scale of Segregation
As discussed above, classical profile methods view scale as a global property that is constant in geographic space. Regionalization methods present one path past this limitation. In this section, we develop another such path in the form of a local measure of spatial scale. This measure highlights demographic transition areas in cities, and its average value may be used to compare cities according to the extent to which demographic difference exists on small spatial scales.
Let x0 be a fixed location, and let Br (x0) be the geographic neighborhood of radius r centered at x0. The quantity jr (x0) I f (X , Y |X ∈ Br (x0)) measures the degree of local segregation in this small neighborhood of x0. For mathematical convenience, we view the joint distribution p(x , y) as a smooth function of x . The local information density is defined as the limit of segregation per unit area when r grows small:
[5]
By definition, we would expect that j (x0) will be large when there are many locales in which high degrees of segregation exist on small spatial scales. To work with the local information density, we require proof that the limit exists and a practical computational formula, neither of which are provided by Eq. 5.
We may obtain both using an information-geometric (31) framework visualized in Fig. S3 in Supporting Information. The relationship between demographic and geographic variation is summarized by the pullback metric tensor
The Hessian Hfp consists of the second derivatives of f evaluated at p. When working in 2D geographic space, g f (x ) is a 2 × 2 matrix with entries that vary with location x . Intuitively, when the scale of segregation is small, the entries of g f are large, indicating that small changes in geography correspond to large changes in demographics. The metric tensor is deeply connected to classical statistics: when d f is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, g f is the Fisher Information matrix for the model p Y |X , where X is viewed as a deterministic parameter.
The following theorem relates the local information density to the pullback metric. Theorem 1. The local information density j defined by Eq. 5 exists everywhere, and its value at a point x0 is
The trace of g f (x ) is the sum of its diagonal entries. Theorem 1 ensures that the local information density is well-defined and provides a convenient way to compute it that does not depend on limiting operations. The proof of Theorem 1, as well as the required computation of the spatial derivative ∇x p Y |X =x is outlined in Supporting Information. Fig. 4 shows the local information density computed using Theorem 1 in Detroit and Philadelphia. In each city, the local information density is highest at boundaries between monoracial regions and lowest in areas in which the demographic distribution is constant in space. The local information density thus highlights areas that will tend to be divided by the boundaries drawn by the regionalization methods developed above.
When the local information density is high at many spatial locations, this indicates that large amounts of spatial segregation exist at small spatial scales. This occurs in the case of Philadelphia and contrasts with the cases of Detroit and Atlanta. The mean value J (X , Y ) j (X ) of the local information density thus provides a measure of average spatial scale in each city. Fig. 5 plots this measure against the overall segregation I (X , Y ) for a range of selected cities. Cities, such as Detroit, Atlanta, and Chicago, are sharply segregated into megaregions; these concentrate toward the lower right of the plot. Cities in the upper right, such as New York and Philadelphia, are also sharply segregated but at much smaller characteristic spatial scales. These results are directionally aligned with the similarly motivated segregation ratio of ref. 8; however, the segregation ratio does not provide any local information concerning the dependence of spatial scale on location. The local information density is, therefore, to be preferred for detailed study of the structure of individual cities.
Discussion
We have developed a suite of methods for studying the structure of spatial segregation using modern information theory and machine learning. These methods advance profile curve approaches by generating curves that do not assume global scale A B and that support decomposition claims. They advance decomposition methods by constructing nonarbitrary boundaries based on spatial demographic trends, which may be studied directly or used as input to further analysis. The local information density may be averaged and compared between cities, but unlike existing scale measurements, it may also be used for detailed analysis to study how characteristic spatial scales of segregation vary across the region of analysis. In sum, these methods enable systematic, scalable analysis of the local and global structures of spatial segregation.
Although our example has been ethnoracial segregation, these methods generalize in two important ways. First, they are not limited to demographic study; arbitrary compositional data with spatial correlations may be used, such as those that frequently arise in ecology, geology, and geography. Second, they are not limited to categorical variables; the formalism of Bregman information allows the use of these methods for ordinal and partially ordinal variables as well. Many other generalizations and modifications are possible. It may, for example, be of interest to conduct soft regionalization, in which each spatial unit is assigned a fractional membership score for each region. Such analysis may be especially appropriate when distinct spatial regions are separated by soft gradients of demographic change rather than sharp boundaries. In the case of spectral partitioning, this may be done by replacing the hard k -means subroutine with a Gaussian mixture model or by using more advanced methods, such as those in ref. 32 .
The primary limitation of these methods is their noninferential character. Although information theory is deeply intertwined with statistics, our methods use no explicit probabilistic model of spatial variation, making unavailable formal inferential procedures, such as model selection. Although the regionalization problem that we solve bears resemblance to the problem of community detection in annotated networks addressed by ref. 33 , that framework does not incorporate spatial structure. An approach to segregation that supports both detailed spatial structure and formal inference in the context of segregation would be of considerable interest to both theorists and practitioners.
Materials and Methods
Data Access. All data used in this study are freely available from the Five-Year Estimates of the 2013 American Community Survey (ACS), Table  B03002 , and the Longitudinal Tract Database of ref. 30 . We used refs. 34 and 35 to programmatically access the 2013 ACS.
Software Repositories. We are pleased to make available two software repositories accompanying this analysis. Package compx for the R programing language implements greedy and spectral regionalization and computes the information measures I f (X, Y) and J(X, Y) . The package may be accessed at https://github.com/PhilChodrow/compx. The analysis repository for this project is sufficient to fully reproduce the results of this paper. The project files are available at https://github.com/PhilChodrow/ spatial complexity.
Delimiting Cities. The delimiting of cities based on nonarbitrary population densities or natural boundaries is an area of active discussion in urban planning (36) (37) . Our simple approach in this study was to analyze the region composed of all counties in which some or all of the city's municipal boundaries lie. 
